THE ORGANIZATION
The First International Astrology Congress will take place in Maia’s Fórum, over three
days and will bring together more than 25 national and international astrologers a
series of lectures. At the same location will be held multiple mini-courses. All
presentations were subjected to a qualitative assessment by a commission. Several
guest astrologers come from North America, South America, Europe and Oceania, all
with accreditation and international recognition. The lectures take place
simultaneously with the mini-courses, each one alluding to a specific theme in
astrology, namely:
»Auditorium: Traditional and Worldly | Psychological | Historical | Philosophically |
World | several
"Regulus Room: Students and General Interest
»Spica Room: Students and General Interest
At the auditorium will be held 9 lectures per day, each lasting 50 minutes. The minicourses occur on average five times a day and will last for two hours, thus, creating an
environment conducive to the diversification of contents and an opportunity to
disseminate and teach the existent range present in astrology.
SUPPORTS AND DISCLOSURE
For the success of the event we, already, have the support of various national and
international schools of astrology, as well as entities recognized in the business. As
sponsors ensure the support of Porto Canal (TV Chanel) and the possibility of other
media outlets.
Although it was not yet done any promotion we already have more than three dozen
subscribers, taken in account that the enrolments will close in the 31st January 2017.
From this distance, it is possible to predict, with realism that, the coverage of Congress
in the media and the involvement of entities of various types on the same, will be
greatly increased with approaching of the event.
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INVESTMENT WITH GUARANTEED RETURN
Our success obviously leads to the success of all those who follow us. Within a context
of trust between the various parties and the creation of a synergetic and of cooperation
environment, the sponsors who are associated with our Congress will benefit from
significant conditions, which stands out:
"Sectoral exclusivity Guarantee;
»Logo Disclosure on social networks, promotional posters, event website and partner
sites;
»Presence Newsletter ASPAS, with over 25,000 views;
"Disclosure in the media accompanying the event;
»Reports Guarantee at Porto TV Chanel;
»Presence of 400 people in three days;
"The presence of more than 25 astrologers from around the globe, including Spain,
UK, U.S., Brazil, Israel, Austria among others;
"Incorporation of the logo on the event staff uniforms.
SILVER - € 200
Logo on the poster - at the venue
25% input in Congress
GOLD - € 400
Logo on the congress website with link to sponsor page
Logo on the poster - at the venue
50% down payment in Congress
PLATINUM - € 1000
Space stand 3X2 (3 days)
50% down payment in Congress
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